


You may have heard of the Nashville 

Number System, which is a system of 

notation that uses numbers instead of 

lettered chord symbols that’s employed on 

95% of the recording sessions that happen 

in Nashville. 

One of the primary reasons numbers are 

used here is ease of transpose-ability (not 

to “accommodate moody singers” like one 

guy said. #jerk). 

Players can use the same chart for a song 

regardless of the key. 

For singers, there are many similar 

applications as well. Demo singers get 

rough work versions of songs (in whatever 

key was comfortable for the writer), use 

numbers to quickly notate the melody, 

THEN give our key to the producer so they 

can track it where it works for our voice. 

Another advantage to numbers is you 

can notate things on the fly without an 

instrument for pitch reference. I don’t have 

perfect pitch, but if you show me where 1 

is and then say you need me on the 3 (or 5, 

or b7 or #4 – try me) I can hit it blindfolded 

from 50 paces, whether we’re in C, G or W.

Here’s how the numbers work, using key of C 

as example:

WHAT IS IT?(AND WHY USE IT?)



Obviously C# and Db are the same note, as are all the other 

enharmonic spellings here. Some of these will get used equally, 

depending on chord context, but some are almost always 

written a certain way. (You’re far more likely to see/write b7 

than #6, for example.) But write whatever will have you land on 

the right note when you see it. As for whether the accidental 

goes in front of the number or in back – totally a matter of 

preference/habit.  



Here is a list of some other things you might see on a Nashville 

vocal chart. Some are taken straight from traditional music 

notation, some from the Nashville Number System. Some have 

just sort of evolved on their own and spread through the hive 

mind. A few I probably made up.

LISTof

SYMBOLS





few



Second Ending
Do this the second time 

through



Right - let’s see some of that in context. Let’s say, for 

example, that I got hired to do a sound-alike* of “Respect” 

by Aretha Franklin. (*try to copy as close to original as 

possible – it’s a thing) Here’s an example of how I’d chart 

out the lead:



And here are some of the background parts:





I’ve seen people get into fights over this, which is weird, but whatever.

There isn’t an “official right way” to do it. Some people use the minor as the tonic and 

chart that way (song in G minor, G = 1) and others use the relative major instead (song in 

G minor, Bb is relative major, G = 6). I’ve used both, depending on how the song feels and 

what my ear tells me. I usually make a note to myself about how I charted it (“min = 1” or 

“rel maj” ) so I don’t end up all sorts of wrong when I come back to it later. Do whatever 

works for your ear, just make sure that if you’re working with other singers, you’re all on the 

same page. Here’s an example using a familiar minor tune:

Sometimes if I’m in a minor key I’ll just assume all the 3rds are minor unless noted and I 

won’t bother to flat them. But usually I do just to be safe. Again – do what works for you. 

If someone else wrote the chart, clarify whatever you need to before you launch into the 

tune.
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